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Abstract
In January 1970, St. Louis Cardinals outfielder Curt Flood filed a suit against
MLB Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, protesting the Reserve Clause in Major League
Baseball that did not allow players the right to negotiate contract terms with any team but
their current one. In doing so, he cemented his status as a divisive figure in baseball, the
media, and with the general public. One of the primary reasons for such an extreme
reaction was Flood’s rhetoric surrounding the case, as he repeatedly invoked slavery and
other forms of peonage when describing the working conditions of professional baseball
players. This sparked outrage among those who saw him as an ungrateful, overpaid
athlete and admiration among those who saw his actions as a continuation of the legacy
of African American activist athletes that emerged in the 1960s. Flood v. Kuhn was
nominally a dispute of baseball’s antitrust exemption and labor law in general, but it
carried a far greater symbolism than its legal confines would suggest. Flood, a freethinking black man, questioning the rigid realities of what continues to be known as
“America’s Pastime” had an outsized impact on both player agency in sports and the
public treatment of athlete activism. Though Flood lost the case, his legacy of laying the
groundwork for the immense negotiating power and public scrutiny that accompanies
professional athletes today remains.
In this paper, I explore Flood v. Kuhn as a story of black athlete activism, a case
study on media and individual public reaction, and a legal conundrum. In Chapter 1, I
will look into athlete activism from both a theoretical and practical standpoint, attempting
to place Flood within the context of moderate liberal activism and the Black Power
activism more commonly associated with his actions. Chapter 2 views the case from a
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media perspective, illustrating how the relationship between both the ideology and the
argumentation of divergent opinions on Flood’s actions. After studying the methodology
and implications of the media reaction to the case, I will explore the individual
perspectives of both baseball fans and players as a means of illustrating the reactions and
reasoning of both Flood’s supporters and detractors in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 evaluates the
case from a legal perspective, illustrating how disputed early decisions in the battle
against baseball’s antitrust exemption led to the convoluted and disputed decision against
Flood. Through all of the chapters, Flood v. Kuhn will be viewed from an
interdisciplinary perspective, unique in the sense that it combines in-depth analysis of the
primary issues surrounding the case within a holistic framework of investigation not seen
in the (far more common) biographical literature on Flood.
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Chapter 1
“Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it never will.”2

This famous assertion by Frederick Douglass, used in the waning chapters of Curt
Flood’s autobiography, The Way It Is, presents Flood’s very public and ultimately
unsuccessful lawsuit against Major League Baseball for its “Reserve Clause” in simple
terms. As a means of rhetoric, using this quote in the context of Flood seeing himself and
other Major League Baseball players as “sheep, livestock with which higher forms of life
may tamper at will” appears to place him well within the legacies of other African
American Activist Athletes such as Jackie Robinson, Muhammad Ali, John Carlos, and
Tommie Smith.3 In this view, Flood exemplified this lineage; as author Michael Lomax
argues in his interpretation of Flood’s within broader cultural developments, the
outfielder was a perfect example of another influential “African-American athlete who
sought to hasten the dismantling of barriers to racial and structural equality in the
professional sports world.”4 When considering its fight to combat the inequality and
outsized influence of team management in baseball, Flood’s principled stand did
resemble the actions of his predecessors and contemporary activists. However, closer
examination of Flood v. Kuhn within the larger context of athlete activism and black
activism after the Civil Rights Act of 1964 reveals a far more complex and ambiguous
picture of Flood as black activist.
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For example, the sentences proceeding the Douglass quote in The Way It Is
summarize the broad outline of the case merely in terms of labor and relatively devoid of
larger racial connotations. Flood thus interprets Douglass’s words in cold, calculate
language, arguing that
“To see the Curt Flood case in that light is to see its entire meaning. I have asked
the Federal courts to affirm that national policy requires reasonably equitable
relations between employers and employees, and that baseball is no exception. I
have promised to pursue the matter to the Supreme Court of the United States, if
necessary. I have no choice. The owners left me none.”5
This line of reasoning is especially interesting because it causes Flood’s own
assessment of his lawsuit to be based entirely on the mechanisms of employer power and
labor. He does not present himself as an activist; if anything, Flood’s autobiographical
opinion of Flood v. Kuhn paints him as a passive actor within the court system. Within
this context, can he be categorized as an activist, or merely a disgruntled employee?
The debate over whether Curt Flood’s place within black activism in the late
1960s was a fully intentioned goal or simply a rhetorical tool to maximize the impact of
his lawsuit against the MLB remains ambiguous. Flood never explicitly revealed his
motivations for the lawsuit, so much of his intent is open to interpretation, meaning that
attempts to categorize his actions in the dichotomy of “activism” or “not activism” are
less useful than illustrating the convoluted philosophy that results from analyzing his
actions. To that end, though Flood’s case does have some elements of activism within its
rhetoric and time period, these parts of the case tend to oversimplify his place within the
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lineage of African American activist athletes because they minimize the fundamental way
in which Flood v. Kuhn changed the realities of athlete activism and particularly black
activism within a very public sphere. As we will see in this chapter, what was initially
viewed as a continuation of the activism of Jackie Robinson, Muhammad Ali, John
Carlos, and Tommie Smith did in fact herald a long period of time in which African
American Athlete activism diminished; the black athlete has only reignited their voice
and the power of their public opinion in very recent years. To best understand the journey
of the black athlete as an outspoken political figure, we must first understand the
reactions to and implications of public action.
Athlete activism has been and is a great source of division in public opinion
because many Americans implicitly value sports and attempt to view sports within their
own reflections on and opinions of society. The idea that sports is some sort of vessel by
which Americans relate to larger cultural values is echoed by Brent Smith and Stephanie
A. Tryce in their examination of American reactions to athlete activism. Smith and Tryce
conclude that a sporting event “is a microcosm of the larger society and, as such, is a
place where ‘inequalities such as racism, sexism, economic stratification and other forms
of oppression are reproduced, exacerbated and/or ignored.’”6 As a result, what initially
can be regarded as “entertainment” that “ostensibly distracts from the harsh realities of
everyday life” actually becomes the reverse: a widely-viewed public exhibition of all our
sociopolitical challenges, an exhibition that results in literal winners and losers.7 The
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additions of strong links to the military and patriotism8 as well as its inclusion into the
public discourse,9 whether it be opinion letters in Curt Flood’s time or social media posts
in the present, have opened up a fascinatingly unilateral relationship between sports and
politics, where “sports are inextricably political” due to the outside parallels and
influence that surrounds any game, but simultaneously politics can exist exclusively
outside of the political arena.10
This disconnect between the politics’ omnipresence in sports and sports’ strategic
deployment in politics manifests in a fascinating situation in which, by confronting the
political reality of their sport and position, an athlete will inevitably receive intense
public scrutiny and backlash. For example, Sappington and Hoffman noted “a pattern of
attitudes suggesting that political protest is not part of an athlete’s job or responsibilities,
that it is ineffective and futile, and in some cases, that it even reflects a lack of
sportsmanship or professionalism.”11 It is important to note that more diluted “advocacy,”
which includes smaller-scale activities such as an athlete donating to charity or
volunteering in their local community, is not included in these attitudes because advocacy
does steer relatively clear of outspoken political action and therefore does nothing to
challenge any particular set of values or cultural institutions.12 While apolitical acts of
good receiving more public support than political demonstrations is unsurprising in and
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of itself, activist athletes are a unique group in the entertainment industry as a whole in
the sense that the demonstration of their opinions is generally regarded as an issue.13
Merely characterizing this in the generalities of the public considering athlete activism
“an issue” does not contribute to understanding Flood v. Kuhn without first exploring the
specific groups who consider activism a problem.
Sappington and Hoffman directly address this issue, finding that “participants
with positive attitudes toward social justice reported more favorable attitudes toward
athlete activism... ATAAQ scores were also found to be significantly and negatively
correlated with political identity, such that those with conservative political ideologies
tended to hold unfavorable attitudes toward athlete activism.”14 In addition to this, they
also found a
“positive relationship between unfavorable attitudes toward athlete activism and a
belief that the world is just and equal. This could suggest that negative views
toward athlete activists partly arises from a belief that individuals and groups in
society are, for the most part, treated fairly, and that athletes do not have a reason
to protest.”15
Somewhat paradoxically, the belief that the world was just and equal was actually
correlated with social class such that those of a lower social class had significantly more
belief in a fair society and were more likely to express a desire to punish athletes who
speak out and more likely to have an overall negative attitude towards athlete activism.16
13
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This naturally led to the conclusion that there is a “positive relationship between
unfavorable attitudes toward athlete activism and a belief that the world is just and
equal,” which could lead to the conclusion that “negative views toward athlete activists
partly arises from a belief that individuals and groups in society are, for the most part,
treated fairly, and that athletes do not have a reason to protest.”17 In this sense, though the
backlash the activist athlete receives is simply the result of a unilateral political
relationship in which athletes are essentially forced to engage in politics but not vice
versa, much of the backlash surrounding athlete activism is based on the idea that
political unhappiness or differentiation of opinion is generally unwarranted. This directly
links to elements of Flood v. Kuhn because Flood filing a lawsuit (rather than exclusively
pursuing a solution in the realm of collective bargaining) implied the broadcasting of an
opinion that was, in the eyes of groups disinclined to support athlete’s political
statements, unnecessary and inflammatory in a fair and just world.
This opinion is especially true in the case of a black athlete because they have
historically been even more vulnerable to negative comments “consistent with racial
stereotypes related to Black athleticism and White intelligence that often serve to
organize and reinforce racial power dynamics in sport.”18 In fact a dominating opinion of
what happens when a black athlete asserts their voice in the public sphere is the idea that
“American’s response to what the black athlete is saying and doing will undoubtedly not
only determine future course and direction of American athletics, but also will affect all
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social relations between blacks and whites in this country.”19 As a result, even if a black
athlete does try to break the self-commodifying directions20 of the sports business world
as Flood did, the mere reality of athlete activism as a present American institution leads
to widespread provocation and “an indelible imprint upon the public consciousness.”21 In
short, while exploring whether or not Curt Flood intentionally embraced and promoted
himself as a black activist athlete, it is important to keep in mind that his principled stand
and lawsuit alone were enough to provoke a sharp response from those who were
philosophically against an outspoken athlete to begin with.
This context can potentially give us a more definitive answer to the question of
whether or not Flood v. Kuhn fits within the legacy of black athlete activism because it
illustrates the reality that, as an athlete and especially a black athlete, Curt Flood was
going to receive a similar reaction to his lawsuit regardless of whether or not he clearly
defined it as such. Trying to define Flood’s motives and intention with his lawsuit is
similarly ambiguous because, despite his reality as a black athlete acting alone and using
racial rhetoric (traits generally descriptive of all black activist athletes),22 he was known,
“to the day of his death,” to be “railing against the injustices that affected every player,
whatever color.”23 Taking these conflicted narratives into account, Flood can be seen as
something entirely different than either an activist continuing the legacy of Black Power
established in the 1960s or as a player completely devoid of any racial context: in a larger
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sense, Curt Flood’s story is a perfect example of how public narrative can mold and
shape a story to fit almost any iteration of the black/athlete experience. As Abraham Iqbal
Khan views it,
“Perhaps more than any other person in the twentieth-century narrative of the
black athlete, Flood embodies the tensions in black public life. Jackie Robinson
may have meant more, but his history fits easily into the national progress
narrative: Some observers might still say that with respect to race, Robinson is
proof positive of liberal integration’s triumph. Flood, of course, fails at telling the
same smooth story. A loser at virtually every level except as a historic symbol of
sport’s unjust traditionalism, he is now seen as an individual “ahead of his time”
as the righteousness of his cause is rehearsed in public memory.”24
In this sense, the designation of Flood as an individual ahead of his time allows
him to be analyzed and compartmentalized in any way an author sees fit. Was Curt Flood
part of the black activist athlete legacy? Yes. Was Curt Flood purely motivated by the
unfairness of baseball? Sure. Was he somewhere in the middle? Right again.
Some, like author Michael Lomax, view Flood as a direct product of the black
activism of the 1960s, a man whose “black rage” brought about by the indignities of his
minor league life and mistreatment in St. Louis led him to go on a crusade against
baseball’s white establishment.25 This perspective focuses on Flood as a both a
figurehead of positive race relations within baseball and as a victim of the system, a man
“of an unusually complex personality, character, and set of life experiences—dare one
say a sensitive psychological makeup” that made him uniquely suited to pursue the

24
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case.26 Flood’s context does lend some credence to this argument because of his
experiences as a minor league player in the South, “where he was greeted with catcalls,
segregation, and other forms of racism”27 in addition to incidents such as his first Spring
Training, in which he was swiftly whisked away from the opulent Floridian hotel that the
team’s white players stayed in to Ma Felder’s boardinghouse.28 Or, as Lomax puts it,
Black rage that was “First directed at the segregation and discrimination he had endured
as a ball player,” but came to be “directed at the reserve clause. As Marvin Miller
accurately pointed out, Curt Flood found out that his personal life, business connections,
friends, family and the roots he had established in the community were of no importance
to his employer.”29 As a result, Flood, as a notable black athlete and student (particularly
in art) of the Civil Rights movement,30 fully embodied the “…disillusionment with white
society which set the tone for the Civil Rights Movement as it entered its Black Power
phase” and sought to establish himself within the legacy of black activist athletes. 31
Flood’s disillusionment claimed by those viewing his actions as more purely
activist is strengthened by the environment of the Cardinal team during his tenure there.
The Cardinals of the 1960s developed what Lomax called “unbiased chemistry,” forging
friendships and racial progress (such as Tennessee native Tim McCarver’s overcoming of
his segregationist roots) while winning the World Series in 1964 and 1967. 32 In this
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sense, Flood’s expectation of baseball’s racial reality and the social order of his team was
relatively parallel to the changes throughout America-- from demographics to economy
to racial attitudes—an expectation that was shattered in Cardinals owner August A.
Busch’s coded tirade at the team during the spring training of 1969.33 This, in a sense,
shattered Flood’s conceptions of his team’s progress and, in a way, the reality of the
American Dream for the black athlete.34 The crashing down to reality (the nadir of which
was Busch’s speech) brought about a new, activist awareness for Flood.
Flood can be considered directly within the legacy of black activist athletes by
this account, as a disillusioned athlete who at long last noticed that his sport was
“shockingly repugnant to moral principals that… have been basic in America… since the
Thirteenth Amendment” and resulted in “something resembling peonage of the baseball
player.”35 What more completely defines Curt Flood as an activist athlete operating
specifically within the principles of the Black Power movement of the late 1960s is the
fact that
“The reserve clause had been analogized to slavery for nearly a century, but
because Flood was the first African-American player to challenge it, Flood’s suit
took on racial connotations that had not been part of the earlier anti-trust suits.
Flood himself did much to encourage those connotations: he famously referred to
himself as “a well-paid slave” in an interview with Howard Cosell that aired on
ABC’s Wide World of Sports.”36
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By encouraging the links between baseball’s outdated labor relations and
American slavery, Flood adopted the language of the activist athlete, making his cause
more visible and easily identifiable for the American public. However, it is important to
note that this action, while easily identifiable, was definitively not safely within the
confines of average American liberalism. Flood could have taken the safe route by
phrasing his case in the simpler terms of liberalism and merely identifying the ways in
which his lawsuit would benefit the baseball world (essentially, keeping his argument
firmly in the lines of labor and outside the lines of race), “But calling baseball a
slaveholding institution and himself a slave most certainly did not make him sound like a
good liberal. It made him sound like a black nationalist.”37 Given the context and
implications of this statement, it is quite difficult to fully categorize Flood as either a safe
liberal or as a black nationalist because, though he used terms that fell clearly along the
lines of black nationalism, they were intentionally and publicly utilized as a means to
bring more publicity and larger involvement in what was ostensibly a case of failed
collective bargaining and antitrust law.
Even his loss grew the activism narrative, as teammate Joe Torre called Flood the
“Joan of Arc of all this,” establishing Flood as a martyr to all of the players; by
sacrificing his own earning potential, Curt Flood was able to grow it for future
generations of players. 38 Additionally, by threatening the form of capital investments in
players, which extended to player development and the minor leagues, 39 Flood faced the
37
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negative reaction established with activist athletes: “Those who dare voice opinions on
issues such as social injustice and political oppression often face a hate-filled backlash of
scorn and contempt from teammates, coaches, fans, and sponsors.” 40 Though his suit was
ultimately unsuccessful, the case was a turning point against the reserve clause because it
“educated the players and the public and it forced the owners to bargain on the reserve
clause.”41 Flood v. Kuhn was a success from this perspective, but the complicated legacy
of Flood as an activist athlete remains because his Black Power rhetoric was deployed
primarily as a publicity tool. Adding to this complication is the fact that “Instead of
seeking out various civil rights organizations to challenge the baseball establishment,
Curt Flood turned to the MLBPA to combat the game’s long-standing reserve clause.”42
If his case was truly about Flood using the momentum of the 1960s and his power as a
black athlete to combat racial inequality, then why would he use the non-racial support of
the MLBPA and ignore that of more symbolically significant civil rights groups?
Considering the intentionality of Flood’s language as well as the reality of the
case itself as relatively devoid of racial connotations, the perspective of Flood as directly
motivated by and related to Black Power athlete activists ignores many of the ambiguities
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and contradictions of Flood’s actions because this view is an exercise in selectivity and
contextual overextension. Viewing Flood’s actions as caught between full-on radical
black activism and mild liberalism provides the most coherence as far as illustrating the
meaning of his lawsuit because this perspective allows for a more complete and holistic
explanation of the mixed messaging of his actions.43 Khan alludes to Flood’s apparent
struggle between identities, describing Flood’s strategic response to owners’ complaints
that his lawsuit would ruin baseball as
“a form of double-consciousness derived from black experience but deprived of
racial identity. The ‘slave’ that Flood urged others to embody might recognize the
abstract conditions of slavery without having necessarily lived life in ways that
felt like slavery. Flood’s slave in this sense was potentially raceless, its
subordination following from an abstract relation of bondage but dislocated from
the concrete social experiences that had allowed Flood to recognize racist
dehumanization for what it was.”44
As a rhetorical strategy, this demonstrates both Flood’s personal difficulty in the
case and the struggle with defining it in the present because his attempted separation of
slavery from its historical and cultural ties was simply impossible. How could Flood’s
intentionally strong words (which elicited a response from his main antagonist, St. Louis
Post-Dispatch sports editor Bob Broeg, that Flood “‘penned what has to be the most
discouraging sentence to all who think they’ve learned to accept a man for what he is and
does, not for what he looks like”’) keep their merit while also maintaining that their
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speaker was ultimately pushing for a non-racial goal?45 When the players association
“asked him if he was doing this because he was black,” Flood “said no. And we believed
him,”46 showing that, despite his racial argument in the media, Flood pursued the case, at
least to his peers, within the confines of himself as a baseball player exclusively. This in
many ways explains how Flood could have an aged Jackie Robinson stand up on his
behalf in the courtroom for what could ultimately be described as the right for athletes to
be paid more; the assertion of black player power that began with Robinson resulted in
the reality in which a black player did find himself powerful enough to fight for
(according to many opponents of Flood’s case) far less important economic justice. 47
What many claimed to be a case of Black Power athlete activism was in reality a far more
complex evolution of the black athlete’s journey through sports, an evolution in which
the racial dimensions of the lawsuit were not necessarily vital to the struggle itself, but
nevertheless forwarded it in a way that many would see as a direct continuation.
Flood’s actions cannot simply be categorized in the dichotomy of
activism/inactivism because his awareness of activist predecessors and black
consciousness influenced his approach to his lawsuit, but, at the same time, Flood v.
Kuhn evolved beyond these issues and in many ways combined the goals of
contemporary liberalism with Black Power in a way that was close to unrecognizable to
either. This is further clouded by the fact that, in a cruel irony, Flood v. Kuhn paved the
way for such lucrative financial incentives for athletes that the backlash from activism
could literally disincentivize future athletes to speak. While Flood did in part continue the
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struggle of the black activist athlete on a national scale, it is reductionist to classify his
struggle as yet another Robinson or Smith or Carlos or Ali, because while
“What they seem to have in common, and the reason they are linked together, is
their willingness to speak, to decry injustice despite the risks, and to embody in
the category they create what it means to speak truth to power. There can be no
question that all of these athletes holds a claim in the larger context of the black
freedom struggle, but the language ideology that always urges more conversation
hides differences between the manner in which these athletes offered their ideas
and arguments.” 48
Following this line of thinking, Flood did contribute to the black freedom
struggle, but not in the same universal way that we traditionally view as “activism.” This
idea is furthered in the realization that Flood in a sense did herald a long period of time in
which the activist athlete essentially didn’t exist because his lawsuit set the stage for
professional sports to be the far more lucrative and moneyed institution it is today.49 The
more immediate result of the influx of big money in professional sports of athletes
proximate to Floods time was a massive increase in awareness of an individual athletes
marketing and the bottom line; this firmly entrenches Flood v. Kuhn as a paradoxical case
athlete power and public action because,
“despite our memories of Flood’s better conscience, which presumably trumps the
cynicism of our age, he corrupts our canon of “golden men” from within in two
ways: Flood helped to manufacture the false dreams that reproduce inequity and
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despair, and Flood helped cultivate the financial climate that robs our athletes of
their incentive to speak with courage.”50
From this perspective, Flood v. Kuhn established a battle of precedent versus
change both in terms of how we think about black activist athletes and in the literal
Supreme Court case that came with it. The reality that those who consider athletes’
expressions of sociopolitical opinions to be out of line are generally those who consider
to world as a just place shapes the entire conversation surrounding Curt Flood’s actions
because it can shape our understanding of Flood v. Kuhn. Whether or not Flood’s actions
surrounding and publicizing the case perfectly fit into Black Power athlete activism or the
mild liberal argument for fairer labor conditions, the division of opinion for the press and
the public created by such an event reduces the importance this type of definition because
at its core, what matters was that a black athlete took it in his hands to create change.
Regardless of definition, people were going to react.
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Chapter 2
“One thing about Flood. It’s obvious that it’s not the money in his case. It’s the principle
of the thing.”51

When Richard Dozer of the Chicago Tribune set out to argue his opposition to
Curt Flood’s lawsuit, he nevertheless put his admiration of Flood’s character and moral
consistency on display for his national audience to see. While a mildly interesting but
seemingly insignificant piece of press reaction to Flood v. Kuhn, the duality of Dozer’s
position in this passage is in fact vital to understanding the reaction to Flood’s case in the
media. One of the most fascinating misinterpretations of the reception to Flood v. Kuhn is
the fact that much of the common literature on Flood characterizes his reception by the
press as universally hostile, when it was in fact similar to the reception of athlete activism
from society as a whole. In fact, while a smattering of sportswriters throughout the
country took great umbrage to Flood referring to himself as a slave, many pointing out
that “no slave had ever earned the five-figure income that he received that year,”52 Flood
was actively supported by national, influential writers for publications such as the New
York Times, the Sporting News, and most every black newspaper in the country.53 The
wide array of viewpoints were “reflective of the opinions, fears, hopes, and confusion of
the American public during this period. Views among white Americans on the changes of
the 1960s were not monolithic, with conservative, “silent majority” Americans on one
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side, and liberal, racially sensitive do-gooders on the other.”54 As a result, opinion
columns throughout the country displayed a marked and significantly spread-out set of
opinions on Flood, not the monolithic and overtly hostile perspective that clouds some of
the biographical works on Flood v. Kuhn.
In an already divisive case, the press reflected public opinion; that said, there is a
noticeable divide in between the positive opinion of Flood and the negative one, a divide
that can fairly well be categorized by a combination of geography and school of thought.
In the first part of this chapter, I will argue that one of the main differentiators for
columnists on the Flood case was reach and audience, as is illustrated in the contrast
between Middle American local writers like Bob Broeg (who ultimately can be
considered Flood’s primary antagonist in the press), and coastal elite writers such as
Leonard Koppett of the New York Times (who was recognized by Flood as reporting the
“case and its background with entire accuracy”).55 By separating out the way in which the
more socially-conscious national press handled Flood’s case from the overt cynicism and
homerism that defined Broeg’s transition from a Flood fan to the foremost Flood
detractor in the media, we can get a sense of the scope and intensity of media reactions
surrounding his case.
Bob Broeg’s transition in attitudes on Curt Flood are fascinating because his work
in many ways defined him as an old-school sportswriter; from his rampant favoritism and
homerism to his conservative attitudes on player movement and salary, Broeg fully
embodied the type of local writer that would almost inevitably turn on an independent-
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minded player like Flood. There is some irony in this attitude however, because Broeg’s
emphasis on supporting any and all endeavors of Cardinal players (as long as they were
still on the team) led to some gushing articles on the very independence and outside
interests that he would later use as ammunition against Flood. For instance, Broeg was
initially enamored with Flood’s artistic interests of painting and photography,56 claiming
that “if he chose, Curt could score big at his studio in Clayton. He has been paid as much
as $500 for a single canvas, he acknowledged, and, without extending himself too much,
has earned $15,000 the past two years through his
ability to dabble in oils so skillfully and
faithfully.”57 Additionally, Broeg described
Flood’s portrait painting as “a brisk secondary
business for a man who recognizes that he’s still a
ball player first. After all, he’ll be paid something
in the nice neighborhood of $72,500 to run down
flyballs and set up runs for the Redbirds this
summer.”58 Taking note of Flood’s
“temperamental”59 painting and of the fundraising
accomplishments of his art such as for a sevenyear-old girl with leukemia or the B’Nai B’rith
program, Broeg’s writings on Flood’s art (pre-trade of course) took a tone of fervent
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admiration, calling Flood a “Hall of Fame candidate” and opining that “Great artists just
are never fully appreciated in their lifetimes.”60 That said, even Broeg’s praise for Flood
somewhat foreshadows the major issues that would eventually cause him to repeatedly
seek to discredit Flood’s argument and do his best to characterize Flood v. Kuhn as the
work of an egotistical player who sought to “hurt the game.”
61

While Broeg’s early pieces on Flood (like
the art piece) are quite complementary and appear
to be removed from his later attacks on Flood,
reading into his article shows us some of Broeg’s
focuses when he wrote about hometown Cardinal
players: salary, intense focus on the job as a
baseball player, and the ability to not let outside
passions or interests disrupt that job. For instance, Broeg mentions both Flood’s salary
for the Cardinals and the money he made off of painting. This mention was intended in
the art article as a means to demonstrate how Flood made money off of his passion in
addition to his large salary as a professional baseball player, but clearly demonstrates that
Broeg, even in a puff piece, established his idea that the volume of money itself was
clearly of utmost importance to the professional baseball player. Additionally, Broeg’s
assurance that Flood was a “ball player first” and wasn’t “extending himself” in his
artistic endeavors reveals his prioritization that his hometown players (and any baseball
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player in general) must embody a clear set of priorities that, if disrupted, would signal
something greatly wrong with that player. Though this is quite a close reading of an
article that was completely both earlier and unrelated to much of the content that Broeg
later produced about Flood, it is especially impactful to see him clearly prioritize money
and a lack of individualism as perhaps the key components in the baseball player’s life in
an unrelated context.
Broeg’s belief that money should be the primary motivator for players like Curt
Flood became especially clear during Flood’s lawsuit because Broeg utilized the issue of
money to both attack Flood’s reasoning for suing in the first place and to attack Flood’s
personal life and financial dealings in later articles. One of his opinion articles on Flood
v. Kuhn bore the aggressive title of “$100,000 a Year—What A Way To Be
Mistreated,”62 an article in which Broeg argued that S. D. N. Y. Judge Cooper (who ruled
in favor of MLB commissioner Kuhn) “must have been aware that not only are ball
players now highly paid with an outstanding pension plan, hardly the sign of peonage or
slavery, but that the reserve system already has been improved in recent years.”63 In this
article, we can see that Broeg ignored the principled stand for labor rights that Flood had
outlined in public and private (for example, “When told by MLBPA head Marvin Miller
that even if he won the case, he was unlikely to receive damages or get to play baseball
again, Flood said ‘But would it benefit all of the other players and all of the players to
come, wouldn’t it?’”)64 in order to fully focus on the money involved in the case. In
Broeg’s view, there was no amount of labor rights violated or inability to control one’s
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own destiny that was not worth the big-league salary: “…it’s hard as heck to feel that a
man has been mistreated when he has reached sex-figure income in his profession, plus
majestic fringe benefits.”65 As we can see, Broeg centered his grievances with Flood’s
lawsuit almost solely in terms of money, though this ironically implied a
commodification quite similar to the very thing that Flood was primarily interested in
fighting.
Broeg’s insistence on money also led him to portray Flood within the “spoiled
athlete” narrative that often accompanies athletes fighting injustice; this perspective
essentially characterizes the athlete as so rich and out of touch that their problems are
largely irrelevant. Broeg’s attack on Flood’s character took multiple angles, arguing both
that Flood was spoiled and had finally gotten his due after his negotiations for a $90,000
contract left him no longer “the big boss’s personal favorite. (it was Busch who had
requested years before that he be given a chance to play regularly).”66 Ignoring the reality
that black player negotiation was vital in a sport where signing bonuses for black players
ranged up to roughly $5,000, compared to $60,000-80,00067 for their “North American
White” counterparts,68 Broeg described the lawsuit as a “$3,000,000 get-rich-quick
assault against the restrictions of the reserve clause.”69 By painting Flood as both a
beneficiary of preferential treatment by a benevolent team owner and a player seeking to
“get-rich-quick,” Broeg leaned into the racially-coded language that often goes hand-inhand with the idea of the spoiled athlete.
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Advancing this narrative, Broeg spun the MLBPA’s offer to pay the legal fees for
the case (a perfectly reasonable thing to do given that the lawsuit was ultimately in the
union’s interest) to describe Flood as being gifted an undeserved resource.70 This
resource would be necessary, according to Broeg, because Flood had “mishandled his
money” to the point that he had to “rely on the civil rights conscience of the liberal
United States Supreme Court to keep him from going broke.”71 Furthermore, even
Flood’s principled stand and decision to sit out the following year of baseball as his case
progressed was suspicious because “Presumably, counsel felt Curt couldn’t make a good
case for damages, active or punitive, if he collected a sizable salary. So Flood permitted a
valuable year to slip off the athletic calendar and, instead of chasing outfield flies, he
would up chasing bar flies in a Copenhagen bistro.”72 He even went as far as to include
illustrations such as “a somewhat vicious cartoon by Post-Dispatch cartoonist Amadee
Wohlschlaeger that depicted a beret-wearing Flood working on a canvas on which he had
painted an enormous dollar sign,” meant to indicate that all of Flood’s efforts, even the
artistic ones that had once merited exorbitant praise, were designed to make money.73 In
these examples we can clearly see how Broeg utilized the spoiled athlete narrative to
personally and professionally attack Curt Flood’s character. By bringing in the idea that
Flood was both somehow undeserving and over-desiring for money in his case and that a
sort of apologetic civil rights conscience in the nation’s highest justice system would
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have to save him from his own mistakes, Broeg also consistently sought to use Flood’s
blackness as yet another point of attack.
What is highly ironic about Broeg’s writings on Flood’s sin of veering out of his
lane as both a baseball player and black athlete, however, is the way in which he treated
the player Flood was traded for, Richie Allen. Allen, while a good player, was known to
be mercurial and not a team player,74 yet Broeg ignored his liabilities and gushed about
him in his articles, using scouts to illustrate the potential that Allen brought to the team.75
In fact, Allen had even been quoted as saying that he was “treated like cattle” during his
time in Philadelphia76 and had publicly stated through his adviser that he “hoped to go to
the Mets… But, you can’t pick your team.”77 In this sense, what Richie Allen brought to
the Cardinals was a clear dissatisfaction with both the reserve clause and the team and
had even used the same type of rhetoric as Flood. However, the headline of Broeg’s trade
articles focused on Flood’s supposed misdeeds: “Allen a Card; Traded Flood Quits”78 and
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“Kuhn Rules Against ‘Freedom’ for Flood.”79 What we can gather from Broeg’s writings
surrounding the Flood-Allen trade is his persistent homerism (clear in the complete
ignorance of any of Allen’s previous off-the-field issues) and his clear objective of
discrediting Flood’s lawsuit and character to the people of St. Louis.
Broeg even went out of his way to smear Flood in largely unrelated articles. For
example, in a piece on Denny McLain’s gambling scandal, Broeg repeatedly mourned the
“image of the game” and consistently inserted Flood’s name into his concerns about
baseball’s potential downfall and need for a public recovery.80 Remember, this was an
article that was ostensibly about McLain, a player that gambled on games while active in
the MLB, yet Broeg still managed to make much of the concern over baseball’s image
focus solely on Flood. His words echo an article from the Chicago Daily Defender in
which Major League Presidents Joe Cronin and Charles Feeney expressed their
confidence in the “rules of professional baseball, which have been central to the success
of the game over many decades and which have permitted players such as Curt Flood to
reap rich personal rewards”81 and their confidence that, despite Flood’s suit, the “integrity
of the game” would remain intact.82 As a result, we can see Broeg’s writings as a version
of MLB owners’ voices in the media because of his hardline conservative, moneyfocused perspective that praised players highly, but only when they were new or in the
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front office’s good graces. Those who didn’t follow Broeg’s ideal image of a ball player,
like Flood, could only hope that “the Supreme Court can come to his rescue,” or “Curt
Flood might wind up as mournful as the melancholy Dane.”83
Whereas Broeg’s Cardinals-biased, scathing critiques of Flood demonstrated a
local media animosity towards his cause, Flood actually received significant praise and
support from prominent mainstream columnists like Leonard Koppett, Chass Murray, and
Red Smith. While these writers were clearly less proximate to the case than Broeg, their
articles nevertheless carried important weight for any reader looking to be informed on
Flood v. Kuhn because they sought to ground their arguments in objective analysis with
more occasional references to positively reinforce Flood’s deeds, a stark contrast to
Broeg’s literary berating and character attacks. A combination of these three journalists is
one of the best ways to get a strong sense of how Flood was supported by mainstream
news writers because each furthered their support through a different style: Koppett’s
imperative was legal analysis that segued into criticisms of the baseball establishment
that sought to directly address the issues of race that lingered in baseball;84 Murray
sought to humanize Flood with a profile that more fully explored the case from the
player’s point of view; Smith took a more direct approach, using his longstanding
influence as a titan of the sports writing industry and his known evolution in his approach
to civil rights and influential black athletes to launch an attack on the MLB in fullthroated support of Flood.
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Koppett’s perspective can perhaps best be seen in his widely-publicized
arguments surrounding the racial reality of baseball: “‘It is my contention that racial
discrimination [in baseball] takes subtle forms, but is nonetheless real a full generation
after the advent of Jackie Robinson.’”85 In the post-Civil Rights Act era, this comment
was especially poignant due to its direct confrontation with lingering racism that was
generally pushed to the side by writers and the general public alike. However, Koppett’s
analysis of Flood v. Kuhn did not necessarily explicitly take this perspective, as it more
clearly took the approach of undermining the MLB’s legal position in the case. In fact,
Koppett even claimed that the MLBPA was the “real plaintiff” in the case and Flood was
merely a proxy for their ultimate goal of the removal of the reserve clause.86 By focusing
his defense of Flood on legal analysis, Koppett sought to promote Flood’s cause from the
liberal perspective while largely ignoring the continuing issue of race that he had
previously argued was plaguing baseball.
For instance, Koppett’s defense of Flood was quite subtle and appears to have
rested on his ability to make the legal complexities of the case more accessible to the
American public. This can be seen when he noted that the MLB’s antitrust exemption had
been continued in the 1950s “because investments had been made in good faith on the
basis of the original ruling, although the Court acknowledged that the reasoning of 1922
was no longer generally accepted,”87 pairing it with the idea that “… the baseball side
seemed to rely more on its labor law argument than on outright defense of a continued
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antitrust exemption.”88 Koppett’s criticism that MLB’s defense in Flood v. Kuhn rested
far more on circumventing the actual antitrust exception that the case sought to eliminate
(that the MLB argued should be a result of collective bargaining) is fascinating because it
presents complex legal analysis in a coherent manner so that the everyday person could
see how the Court’s decision to leave baseball antitrust exemption up to Congress was in
many ways just a continuation of the MLB’s deflection of argument.89 The folly of such
an opinion is perhaps best summed up by Flood contemporary and Charles Aikens when
he argued that leaving the issue of the reserve clause up to collective bargaining was “like
telling the slavemasters that they should modify slavery. The slaves and any fool knew
that couldn’t happen.”90 By following some of the more “radical” arguments such as
Aikens’ but using analogies that were easily digestible for the general public (such as his
conclusion that “If the Supreme Court does accept the case—and at least four of the nine
Justices must agree that they want to—it will mean that Flood’s bat has made contact
with the ball”), Koppett placed public understanding of the case as a high priority and
was able to affect a similar sense of injustice in a more subtle, mainstream manner.91
What Koppett accomplished in his emphasis on the public understanding the case
was simple, but highly effective: even a cursory glance at the case would signal some of
the contradictions in Flood’s case and the injustices that were done as a result. While
some of Koppett’s writings are relatively inconspicuous in their support of Flood, others,
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such as his article titled “Judge In Curt Flood Case Finds Baseball’s ‘Feudal Barony’ Is
Kind to Its Serfs” reveal a more outspoken incredulity regarding the case:
“On one hand, the doctrine of stare decisis (a previous ruling) binds the plaintiff
because of an initial holding that baseball is not ‘interstate commerce’ within the
Sherman Act, and, on the other hand, after there have been significant changes in
the definition of ‘interstate commerce,’ he is now told that baseball is so uniquely
interstate commerce that state regulation cannot apply.”92
This passage exemplifies Koppett’s excellent ability to both educate and relate to
his audience because, in one short sentence, he is able to simultaneously help his
audience grasp the important terminology of the case and point out some of the gross
incongruences that came to define Flood v. Kuhn in court. Koppett was equally skilled in
his analysis of quotations. A prime example of this is when he explained Judge Moore’s
opinion saying “‘If baseball is to be damaged by statutory regulation, let the congressman
face his constituents the next November and also face the consequences of his baseball
voting record.’ Note the implication in the word ‘damaged.’”93 In a single sentence,
Koppett both reveals strong support for Flood as well as his talent for using the most
minute details in educating his audience. Far from the explosive prose of Broeg, Koppett
sought to assert his positive opinion of Flood in small but highly meaningful ways.
Koppett’s colleague Chass Murray’s support of Flood took a more outwardly
obvious form, as he humanized Flood in a piece several years after the case. Murray’s
support is quite clear from early stages of his profile, as he argues that “seven years ago,
Curt Flood, boldly and at great sacrifice to his own career and future, pioneered an effort
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to gain some freedom for himself and his fellow players, and effort that now has reached
fruition.”94 Referring to the newly won “free agency” of MLB players, Murray painted a
picture of a man who despite “still looking fit at 5 feet 9 inches and about 165 pounds,”
was well enough aware of his impact on baseball to know that no ownership group would
ever touch him again.95 In Flood’s opinion, he sued baseball, so no owner would think to
look out for him, especially in a sport where “there is even less room for black exes.”96
Murray also captured some of Flood’s reflective opinions of the case, even his selfdismissive ones:
“‘So what happened five years ago is significant in only one respect, that it gave
the ballplayer a chance to think what am I worth, what is my talent worth? Do I
have to spend the rest of my life in servitude to this one person? Can he juggle my
life any way he wants to? Now these guys are getting what they’re worth and
that’s cool.’”97
In Murray’s profile, we are treated to an insight into one of the most enigmatic
players of his time, molded in the high school ballfields of Oakland where the scouts
filled the stands like “plantation owners coming to buy slaves at a slave auction,”98
(according to Aikens, who lived the same hometown experience as Flood), but who,
despite his many trials and challenges during the case, was most affected by the fact that
“not one baseball player who was playing at the time came just to see—I didn’t want him
to testify—just to see what was going on because it involved them so dramatically.”99
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Murray’s work shows Flood at his most honest and vulnerable, which was both rare and
demonstrated more than a tacit support for his actions. Where Koppett supported Flood
by taking apart the legal technicalities of the case for the general public, Murray
demonstrated significant support by letting Flood’s voice be heard, even several years
after he was most prominently in the public eye.
Renowned sports writer Red Smith was perhaps one of the more surprising
supporters of Flood but also one of his staunchest ones. The man who had once notably
condemned activist athletes like Muhammad Ali for his declaration that he had “‘no
quarrel with them Vietcong’”100 but had undergone a transformation, supporting John
Carlos and Tommie Smith for their gesture at the Mexico City Olympics in 1968 came
down firmly on the side of Flood. 101 In fact, Smith is very notable in the context and
rhetoric of Flood v. Kuhn because he “was using forms of the word “slavery” to describe
the conditions under which baseball players toiled” before the origination of Floods
lawsuit.102 In response to an MLB executive who used a Broeg-like argument to suggest
that there was no possible way that any of the players should complain given their
salaries, Smith had the perfect response, writing that “‘it was a beautiful comment,
superlatively typical of the executive mind, a pluperfect example of baseball’s reaction to
unrest down in the slave cabins. Baseball demands incredulously, ‘You mean that at these
prices, they want human rights too?’”103 Smith further supported Flood’s efforts in a
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glowing book review, effusing “‘When the best portrait artist and most resolute activist in
baseball sets out to tell it the way it is, he levels.’”104 Rather than the more elusive and
tacit support of Koppett and Murray, Smith used his elevated positioning among
sportswriters to truly promote Flood’s cause.
In the contrast between some of Curt Flood’s most notable supporters and
detractors in mainstream media, we can clearly see how the narrative of a unilateral
media attack on him oversimplifies the reaction to his case in the sports writing world.
That said, it is important to see how Broeg, as the Sports Editor of Flood’s hometown
newspaper, would have a great influence on what the local media put out and how they
approached the case. Aikens argues, “the white people in control of professional baseball
clubs eliminated any black who did not fit into the humble role of a dumb, stupid, know
nothing ballplayer.”105 In the case of the media reaction to Flood v. Kuhn, we can see
how Broeg’s executive-like focus on player salaries and cost in addition to his
conservative preconceptions of an ideal ballplayer lent him one of the most aggressive
anti-Flood campaigns in his newspaper, while some of the more liberal and removed
writers, especially from the northeast, supported Flood both as an individual and as part
of the tradition of black athletes standing up to leadership in their professions.”106
However, merely explaining that the press was not as divided as some claim still
does not examine why the misconception of Flood as a victim of the press exists in even
his most detailed biographies.107 This is perhaps a more complicated dimension of the
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press’ treatment of Flood’s case because it reflects a similar fundamental dissonance to
defining Flood’s activism. The problem with our future conception of the media
treatment of Flood also reflects his scattered messaging throughout his public comments
on the case. This greatly influenced the articles that parsed through his case to the point
that “Those who supported him did so in ways that were often at odds with each other.
Flood’s greatest challenge was not that his critics outnumbered his advocates but that he
opened himself up to competing forms of advocacy.”108 In this sense, the way in which
Flood’s platform of activism and publicity left him in the philosophical desert between
liberalism and Black Power activism, making the support of either side somewhat diluted
by the embrace of the other.
One of the most important factors illustrating the competing advocacies within
media defense of Flood was the fact that, as a whole, black newspapers promoted an
“inclusionist” strategy that attempted to bridge the gap between white liberalism and
Black Power principles. Despite the occasional full-throated support of Flood as a
figurehead of militant black activism, most newspapers simply dipped their toes into an
inclusionist, mild defense of Flood’s actions. One of the few black writers who truly
threw their support behind Flood as a black militant activist was Dick Edwards, who
made a strong argument that “…if making the Lords [of baseball] obey one of the basic
tenants upon which a democracy is built, will kill baseball, it’s time it was dead
anyway,”109 and that “When a black player can no longer give 150 per cent he had
reached the end of the road. To the Lords of baseball, ‘he’s just a n****r named
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Mose.’”110 Edwards’ article is fascinating due it its unabashed anti-establishment, antibaseball tone, but even luminaries like Aikens, who described Flood’s suit as “hip to the
white sports establishment’s game” and “among many events in the black struggle that
have heightened awareness of a brutal system where people are still treated as ‘chattel,’
although slavery was supposed to have ended over 100 years ago” and ostensibly agreed
with Edwards did not use the same strong language. 111
The general strategy of discussing the case for black newspapers around the
country was in fact strikingly similar to Flood’s. Black newspapers mirrored Floods
strategy by confining
“the significance of race to Flood’s individual consciousness, removing race from
the repertoire of arguments occupying the realm of sincere public deliberation.
Race mattered to Flood for good reason, they said, but it had no bearing on the
principle for which he stood… black newspapers mediated Flood’s claim about
slavery into a purely metaphorical expression that might urge baseball owners to
reform the reserve clause. Again following from Robinson, baseball had become a
prized cultural showcase for integration’s successes, and the frank possibility that
a successful challenge to the reserve clause would mean the “end of baseball as
we knew it” brought with it an entire liberal vocabulary of balanced adjustments
and fair compromises. Black and white interests were converging, and along with
the significance of Flood’s blackness went any productive potential the “well-paid
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slave” may have held to narrate the race and class inequities in sport or society at
large.”112
Though the strategy of attempting to place the case in terms of a black and white
convergence of interests is theoretically fascinating, most of the defenses it produced
appeared mild and almost half-hearted. For instance, when “The syndicated black
columnist Ken Richardson wrote, “Flood is to be admired,” and “even if a man makes a
million dollars, he is not totally free if he can be bought and sold,” he essentially repeated
Flood’s already intentionally diluted argument, which left out much of the more radical
and frank language that could have been picked up by black columnists.113 Another
example was Bill Nunn, Jr. of the Pittsburgh Courier, who wrote that Flood belonged to
“‘a growing list of black athletes who have placed principle above personal gain’” among
contemporaries like Jackie Robinson, Ali, Arthur Ashe, and Jim Brown.114 Though the
article did voice a strong support of Flood, the reality was that arguments made in this
vein could simply not compete with the level of racial vitriol that came from the “oldschool” conservative sports writers like Broeg.
Ultimately, it is because of this school of sports writers’ willingness to use strong
and intentionally racially-coded language that the memory of Flood as exclusively a
pariah in the press exists. Writers like Broeg, Dick Young, and Arthur Daley (unlike
writers like Red Smith and Jimmy Cannon whose views evolved with society) “were
dismayed by the changes they saw in society and sports, and they attacked such changes
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in their columns” and “saw Flood as an ungrateful black man threatening the great
American pastime.”115 The reality is that none of the black activist athletes who came to
fame in the 1960s did much to change these men’s opinions.”116 Broeg continued to view
certain ball players as “overpaid and greedy,” conducting interviews and writing full
articles from management’s point of view (without consulting or quoting a single player
at times).117 When combined with widespread writings like Holmes Alexander’s piece in
the Argus that characterized Flood v. Kuhn as “preposterous” and led to the conclusion
that racial consciousness “has increased, rather than lessened, in baseball...Black players,
like the Black Caucus in Congress, are racist aggressors,”118 we can see that mainstream
conservative columnists were both more willing and more able to express their most
inflammatory opinions. While writers in favor of Flood generally co-opted his milder (yet
decidedly more factual and impactful) argument, those against him launched a far more
memorable and aggressive assault against the character of Flood and the black athlete as
a whole. As a result, though Flood received an outpouring of support from prominent
members of the press, his backlash was far more indelible because it presented a more
focused and clearly opinionated message.
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Chapter 3
“‘It kind of makes you wonder when a guy says he’s being treated like a slave. But I
don’t know much about the situation.’”119

Flood v. Kuhn raised many questions for members of the general public, such as
Red Sox fan George Talbot, who were recently educated on the technicalities of Flood v.
Kuhn. As many had never heard of the reserve clause and its implications prior to the
case, their initial reactions and opinions formed were often based on their immediate
opinion of what was and wasn’t a just labor system. It is important to evaluate the
public’s reaction to the case in addition to the media because, as we saw in the case of
Bob Broeg, many of the negative reactions to Flood’s case were based on the idea that
the sheer amount of money that Flood was making every season was enough that any
unselfish, hardworking American would absolutely accept his labor conditions. This
chapter will explore the validity of Broeg’s appeal to the public in the sense that by
gauging individual reactions to the case, we will be able to see if the public by and large
naturally were influenced by the magnitude of salary or agreed with Flood when he
argued that “‘Only the totalitarian-minded will believe that high pay excuses virtual
slavery.’”120 While public opinion in both St. Louis and newspaper opinion letters
throughout the country did diverge significantly in perspectives, examining public
reaction in the time of Flood v. Kuhn shows that, fascinatingly, most people either
supported Flood in his decision to sue or had more of a problem with his exit from
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baseball than the money involved in the trade. Somewhat unexpectedly (especially given
Broeg’s comments) arguments concerning money occurred far more for those who
argued for Flood’s lawsuit, perhaps demonstrating that, for all of his sometimes
contradictory or uninterpretable statements, Flood did receive widespread support from
the general public as the result of his principled stand against the MLB.
When the Post-Dispatch conducted interviews with ballpark visitors and St. Louis
citizens, an Irish cop named Bob Casey (who had incidentally worked at Cardinals’
games for 38 years) was the only one who explicitly mentioned Flood’s contract as a
reason against supporting him, saying that “‘Flood was a nice enough chap, and he was a
damn good ballplayer, but he certainly wasn’t a man in bondage with a salary of
$100,000.’”121 In a sense, Casey was an outlier and an almost predictable detractor of
Flood because of his positioning as a longstanding presence at Cardinals games; his
position and longevity in the role immediately suggests a tendency to both listen to
Cardinals management and be naturally in line with the institution, not the player. For
most fans against Flood, this had far more to do with his temperament than money. In
fact, every other interviewee who was against Flood claimed an issue with the player
himself. For example, Duke Arnold of Granite City (a huge fan of Cardinals shortstop
Dal Maxvill, who was known to have sat across from Flood on the flight to the union
meeting where Flood received MLB players’ support), said of the decision: “‘Sounds all
right to me. Didn’t like Flood no ways, even when he was here.’”122 Other fans who
claimed to be “middle of the road” viewers of the case, said “I think he had a bad attitude
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from the beginning.”123 The opinions of Arnold and the “middle of the road” fans, while
negatively reflecting on Flood, are fascinating because they signal personal dislike far
more than issues with the money involved in the case.
Negative public opinion on Flood v. Kuhn also formed surrounding Flood’s
actions being the result of the trade, not as a more general stand for baseball players
themselves. As fan John Mobley argued, “‘Baseball has functioned all right as the
national pastime for the last 100 years and if anyone has been mistreated by trades, I’m
not aware of it.’”124 Mobley’s statement is interesting because, while it doesn’t
necessarily take issue with Flood personally, it demonstrates a feeling that somehow he
should have lived up to his end of the trade to the Phillies. In a somewhat negative but
largely neutral admission to the press, 40-year Cardinal fan Ervin King “‘hated to see
Flood quit and let his career go down the drain because of the trade,’” following this with
the reasoning that
“‘He should have played the last three years and waited to see how the court
decided. I don’t think it’s fair to trade a human being off to another team simply
because you don’t like him. Players should be able to negotiate their own
contracts. But I still hated to see Flood give up the way he did.’”125
In this example, we can see the dilemma facing loyal fans like King who had built
up organizational trust in the Cardinals but also sympathized with Flood’s issue with the
reserve clause. This reflects a somewhat counterintuitive element of the public response
to Flood v. Kuhn: fans were able to see past Flood’s salary and vociferously sympathize
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with the fact that, no matter how much he was paid, this was a man that was trying to
break an unjust system of labor practices put forth by a nationwide organization.
While Broeg, for instance, sought to influence a negative public opinion of Flood
by involving money so consciously in his articles, what he actually spawned was a public
outcry over the newly unearthed fact that their favorite players had little to no power
under their system of employment. An anonymous fan directly alluded to this in a
published letter to the Post-Dispatch, responding to “the unkind remarks of Bob Broeg in
the sports pages” by saying that “Curt Flood is not only a phenomenal ball player but also
a fine and courageous human being.”126 The same letter ends with this cutting critique of
Broeg’s assault on Flood:
“You find it ‘remarkable’ that a man earning $90,000 a year should file suit to
keep from being ‘bought and sold like cattle.’ I believe that you have missed the
point. Ball players may be expensive cattle, but they’re still cattle. Certainly some
players feel that $90,000 is worth being treated like prized livestock. Curt Flood
doesn’t think so. Perhaps he believes that there is more to one’s career, and to life,
than money.”127
A great irony of Broeg’s pieces is that they actually spawned a great outcry from
fans that directly attacked his focus on money and used this attack to empower and
support Flood in his suit against the MLB. The public realization of labor relations within
baseball in a sense gave the average worker a sense of astonishment; for instance, while
it was astonishing to one Post-Dispatch reader that a player would feel so commodified in
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baseball’s contract system, “It is less astonishing though, than the fact that after more
than 100 years organized baseball has developed nothing more rational in the way of a
fundamental management-employee policy than the so-called reserve clause.”128
Combined with the fact that “Flood fought to stay, not to leave” St. Louis, the “ordinary”
worker actually stood to support a man who, after a decade of service in a city he loved,
did not want to be unnecessarily transferred halfway across the country.129
Finers Buckingham, “another black fan in his mid-40s,” demonstrated his support
for Flood through analogy with non-athletic work, saying “‘It’s like any other job and I
think a player should be guaranteed that he won’t be traded after he’s served eight to 10
years with a club.’”130 We see similar ideas with Paul Tickner and Jonathan Harris, who
argued that “‘Baseball has entirely too much control over a man’s life… ‘Gussie Busch
has too much power over his players. He ought to see athletes on a personal basis and
treat them as human beings, not as numbers,’” and that in hoping that Flood would win,
“‘It was a matter of pride for him and I guess he really believed his analogy about old
time slavery and baseball.’”131 In these statements, we can see the somewhat surprising
revelation that many fans treated Flood v. Kuhn as an example of flawed labor relations,
not as some kind of vastly different work environment in which the general public was
completely inadequate to evaluate. The familiarity with which the general public treated
the lawsuit was striking, even leading some to analogize Flood to an everyman fighting
the good fight against his version of the corporate establishment.
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This view of Flood as a symbol of the everyday worker taking on the
establishment is most apparent in East St. Louis resident Vern Crawford’s critique of the
Supreme Court’s decision in favor of Kuhn and the MLB. When asked by the PostDispatch about why he stood against the decision, Crawford concluded that “‘The
Supreme Court, as now constituted, makes it most difficult for an average individual to
win a case when he goes up against the establishment or the rich,’ said Crawford, a
fortyish black man.”132 In stark contrast to Broeg’s spoiled athlete narrative and image of
Flood as an aloof money grabber, many of the residents of St. Louis and throughout the
country saw the idea version of themselves in Flood: The “proud individualist who had
the temerity and imagination to buck the system.”133 Where conservative columnists like
Broeg and “The owners say that elimination of the clause would destroy baseball,” the
general public saw them as “throwing a curve.”134 As a result, Flood’s case is unique
within the general confines of athlete activism in this era because his side was almost
immediately supported and even co-opted by many outspoken, regular workers. What
had been portrayed as the elite athlete against the honor of “the game” became, to many
people, a story of the underdog worker attempting to shed the shackles of unamerican
labor practices.
Given the reaction of baseball’s fan base and much of the audience’s adoption of
Flood as the everyman, the reaction of active MLB players was mostly muted or
outwardly anti-Flood. While the occasional player like Tommie Agee of the Mets (as a
result of teammate Al Weis’ success for his club after being relegated to the Chicago
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White Sox bench under the reserve system) came out in favor of the clause, even Flood’s
own teammates like relief pitcher Joe Hoerner and the ever-popular Dal Maxvill came
out against the lawsuit.135 Hoerner was quoted as simply saying “‘There’s no way I want
to be a free agent,’” while Maxvill, ever the fan favorite, characterized the potential of
free agency as doing far more to benefit stars than it would the regular player.”136
Notwithstanding Maxvill’s obvious misinterpretation of the potential benefits of free
agency (yes, stars would earn more money, but the marginal major leaguer who couldn’t
have caught on with his original team but could find success in a new home, like Al
Weis, would stand to gain the most by having the ability to seek the longevity they once
could never dream of), seeing Flood’s teammates come out against the lawsuit is
dissonant with the theoretical and press-forwarded idea that the case was for the MLBPA
as a whole. Even player representatives like Steve Hamilton of the New York Yankees,
“while reaffirming the Players Association’s backing of Flood, said he felt negotiation is
the best way.”137 While it was true that there had been talk of the players and owners
meeting to modify the reserve system in the offseason that year, 138 this quixotic idea
brings back the metaphor Aikens used in his analysis of negotiation: this was like telling
the slavemasters that they should negotiate labor conditions with their slaves.
The reactions of both the general public and active players were surprising and
inverse in their own rights; whereas one group was expected to negatively view Flood v.
Kuhn as a battle of an already privileged black man seeking even more of the immense
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wealth he had already gathered and the other, as the beneficiary of this immense wealth,
was expected to view it positively, reactions manifested inversely. This speaks to the
power of analogizing and understanding for the general public, as many people were able
to view the case as an outsized version of their own lives and labor conditions, and it
speaks to the vast power of MLB ownership that the players had such milquetoast,
negative-skewing public comments on the case. At a certain point, one must consider the
impact that speaking out in support of the case might have on any player because this
would essentially elevate them to the same level of suspicion and rebellion that Flood
received. In short, those whose labor reality was actually at stake (especially easily
replaceable, end-of-the-roster players like Hoerner) could have recognized the potential
self-inflected damage than an endorsement of Flood’s suit would have brought and
chosen the easy route to preserve their own careers. In either case, when it came to active
players involved in his case and despite the MLBPA’s financial support, Flood was
alone.
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Chapter 4
“Let’s let somebody who is unemotional and uninvolved decide what’s right.”139

Curt Flood’s sentiment that the Supreme Court would finally bring an end to his
personal struggle and the struggle of baseball players to take charge of their negotiating
power and labor as a whole was surprisingly naïve and shortsighted given the nature of
his case. What began as a reaction to an unfavorable trade would soon wade into the
murky and occasionally downright baffling waters that was baseball’s antitrust
exemption. In fact, Flood v. Kuhn looms as one of the Supreme Court’s outlier decisions
because, in both the precedents it applied and the language of the opinion itself, the
decision reveals itself to be the ultimate manifestation of a snowball effect of misapplied
definitions of interstate commerce, a startling appearance of the Court using baseball’s
status as the national pastime as a justification for these mishaps, and a series of almost
unthinkably poor decisions in opinion writing that are now infamous in Court history.
According to legal scholars Spencer Waller, Neil Cohen, and Paul Finkelman, “In any
event, regardless of the mistakes and misapplied strategies, the Flood case looms, at best,
as an aberration and, at worst, as a proverbial derelict in mainstream antitrust
jurisprudence.”140
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In this chapter, I will seek to explain how this almost universal opinion of legal
scholars came to be and why the Supreme Court decision failed to bring about the kind of
closure that Flood sought to have in his lawsuit. This explanation will parse through
previous case law through the lens of the suit as an attempt to fight unjust labor practices
within business in general and subsequently baseball because considering Flood v. Kuhn
in this manner provides an especially poignant context for the courts’ faulty consistencies
and failures throughout the process of the lawsuit. In short, analyzing the case within the
confines of antitrust law is important because it more prominently reveals how baseball’s
cultural significance and influence became such an unavoidable issue for many justices
that it influenced key decision-making. The case began simply, with Flood asserting “the
virtual bankruptcy of the collective bargaining process in baseball, arguing that player
bargaining power is weak and that the clubs have adamantly refused to negotiate on the
reserve system.”141 This petition constructed much of the framework of Flood v. Kuhn,
but before the case and its contemporary realities are discussed, it is necessary to examine
the history of baseball’s antitrust exemption and how it so fully and completely
undermined player bargaining power.
In Major League baseball’s infancy, one of the most common ways in which
writers would criticize the game was by calling it a trust. This argument that the lack of
competitive alternatives and options for all involved made it an illegal monopoly (which
was, somewhat ironically in the context of Flood v. Kuhn, parried by National League
president Harry Pulliam with the notion that “conditions were never so good for the ball
player as they are at the present time”), a perspective that was consistently deployed by
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those seeking to criticize the game.142 Early player/coach/manager John Montgomery
Ward even acknowledged this, but argued that “‘even a monopoly is better than the
squabbling and discord which came very near killing the sport’ before the club owners
instituted the reserve clause.”143 This almost open acknowledgement that baseball was a
monopoly contextualized the 1922 case Federal Baseball Club of Baltimore v. National
League, in which a club from a rival league refused to cease its operations in the face of
Major League baseball; however, this refusal was short lived, as “the U.S. Supreme Court
decided that the Sherman Antitrust Act did not apply to professional baseball, on the
ground that baseball was not a form of interstate commerce.”144 The early legal
machinations behind Justice Holmes’ opinion, which was clearly odd given that baseball
teams traveled between the different states to play each other, was that
“baseball exhibitions were a form of business, but they were purely state affairs
and therefore did not constitute interstate commerce. Although the players moved
between states, the game itself when played was held in one state. Therefore
federal antitrust law did not apply to baseball. Baseball is also not commerce, says
Holmes, because it is personal effort not related to production. This convoluted
ruling set what came to be regarded as the antitrust exemption for baseball.”145
In this sense, by treating each baseball game as an isolated event that occurred
intrastate, the Court concluded that by considering the singular games of baseball that
made up a season as somewhat independent, the sport could not be regulated under the
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interstate commerce clause in the Constitution. Given the relatively narrow conception of
interstate commerce that existed at the time, this was an odd, but acceptable decision.
The conception of baseball’s antitrust exception that resulted from its initial
intrastate designation took on different trajectory after Federal Baseball, as “Even within
professional baseball, the idea was pervasive by the 1940s that baseball could be under
the regulation of antitrust law but would simply not be violating it when it was applied
because of its promotion of fair competition for the public good.”146 In this sense, the
idea that each team within the MLB promoted “fair competition for the public good”
would continue to lead to antitrust legislation, namely the Sherman Act, not being
applied. This was challenged in 1953 by George Toolson, a minor league pitcher in the
Yankees organization who refused to accept a demotion to Class A ball after a previous
season in Triple A. He was blacklisted from the game, and ruled against throughout the
court system, which relied on Federal Baseball.147 While Justice Hugo Black wrote a
short opinion relying on the mechanisms of Federal Baseball, Chief Justice Earl Warren
suggested the opinion was incomplete and
“pointed out, baseball was not interstate commerce, so Congress could not subject
it to the antitrust laws even if Congress wanted to. Warren urged Black ‘to make it
clear that Congress has the right to regulate baseball if and when it desires to do
so.’ He asked Black to add one more clause to the opinion’s last sentence, to
clarify that the Court was relying on Federal Baseball Club, ‘so far as that
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decision determines that Congress had no intention of including the business of
baseball within the scope of the federal antitrust laws.’”148
The convolution that defined baseball’s future antitrust debates quickly become
clear here, as the decision to let Congress regulate baseball, but not with the application
of antitrust laws since only the Court, not Congress, had the power to do so.149 As Stuart
Banner writes, “Even if the justices thought the reserve clause was unfair, they might
well have thought that imposing retroactive liability on baseball was even more unfair,”
implying that the MLB could not pay for its future without literally having to pay its
liability from the past.150 In short, as a result of Toolson, nothing could force baseball’s
hand except for Congress, or a Supreme Court that was willing to go against precedent to
forge a new set of antitrust laws relating to baseball.
This was the context set forth primarily by Federal Baseball and Toolson and
bolstered by a 1957 case in which “the Supreme Court ruled that professional football
indeed was included in antitrust coverage. The court once again cited baseball’s
immunity through the 1922 case and suggested legislation as the cure if the decision
against pro football appeared discriminatory”151 when Flood came to MLBPA head
Marvin Miller, received a unanimous vote to support him, and got in touch with exSupreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg to be his lawyer.152 Flood filed his lawsuit
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against MLB Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, and Kuhn responded with a letter saying
“When a player refuses to honor an assignment, he violates his contract, in which he
agrees that assignments may be made, and he violates the fundamental baseball rules,
including the reserve clause, which experience has shown to be absolutely necessary to
the successful operation of baseball.”153 The letter reflected the one-sided relationship
between players and management, as “Even the letter’s salutation— “Dear Curt,” in
contrast with Flood’s “Dear Mr. Kuhn”—drove home the point that the club owners
dictated the conditions of the players’ employment.”154 While Flood had hoped to find a
more receptive and change-seeking court, what he ultimately found was more of the
same—stubborn adherence to precedent even when legal definitions had changed past the
point of recognition of the original cases.
Justice Blackmun, the writer of the infamous Flood v. Kuhn opinion, even
acknowledged this, stating that it was “a difficult case because we are torn between the
principle of stare decisis and the knowledge that the decisions in Federal Baseball Club v.
National League, 259 U.S. 200, 42 S.Ct. 465, 66 L.Ed. 898 (1922), and Toolson v. New
York Yankees, Inc., 346 U.S. 356, 74 S.Ct. 78, 98 L.Ed. 64 (1953), are totally at odds
with more recent and better reasoned cases.”155 However, despite his admission of
difficulty in the case, Blackmun and the Court came out with an opinion that almost
unilaterally sided with the MLB’s argument that eliminating the reserve system would
“place in jeopardy the goodwill and public confidence which baseball has earned over the
decades”156 and dismissed Flood’s additional argument that the reserve system be a
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mandatory subject of collective bargaining due to the reserve system already being
exempted from federal antitrust laws.157
For his part, Blackmun did acknowledge that baseball had been ruled upon
differently than any other sport; however, his deflection simply takes the tone of avoiding
responsibility, arguing that “‘If there is any inconsistency or illogic in all this, it is an
inconsistency and illogic of long standing that is to be remedied by the Congress and not
by this Court.’” He went on to further say that Congress not acting upon the case at that
point indicated a complicity with the Courts ruling within Congress.158 The court,
according to Blackmun, concluded that Congress didn’t intend to place baseball under
antitrust statutes.159 Even in the legal mechanisms of the opinion we can see that the
opinion established a level of irresponsibility by failing to truly acknowledge many of the
changes in nationwide antitrust law since either Federal Baseball or Toolson. This
irresponsibility was repeatedly cited by Justice Douglas in his dissent, which emphasized
how much of antitrust legislation had changed outside of the case and insisted that “‘I do
not see how the unbroken silence of Congress can prevent us from correcting our own
mistakes.’”160 Douglas’ dissent has a minor level of fame for its passion and willingness
to adapt the law to fit new realities. Even Justice Burger, who concurred with Blackmun,
had sympathy for Douglas, though he made a similar argument that the financial
implications of deals done after the errors of Federal Baseball and Toolson made too
many people’s affairs dependent on adhering to precedent.161 Despite Douglas’ best
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efforts, the Court did so and preserved an opinion that even in its first iteration required
significant legal machination in favor of Major League Baseball.
However, Flood v. Kuhn becomes far more notable as a case when one looks
outside of the decision that, according the Kuhn, was “‘constructive in its recognition that
baseball has developed its present structure in reliance on past court decisions,’” using
the same reasoning of financial protection and investment that was used in Toolson in yet
another (now entirely removed from initial context) iteration of what was essentially the
same case.162 Blackmun’s opinion itself, as Banner argues, would have been somewhat
debatable if not unremarkable if he had simply followed Potter Stewart’s advice and
“acknowledged that the exemption rested on an outdated understanding of interstate
commerce, but it would have emphasized that large investments had been made over
many years in reliance on that understanding and that courts lacked the power to make
purely prospective changes in the law.”163 In this scenario, the issue of the Supreme Court
lacking the responsibility and courage to acknowledge changes in the law and being
unwilling to provide a new decision for a similar case would have been the primary
complaint.
However, this was not the case. Blackmun’s opinion is so notorious because, to
open up the opinion, he began an ode to the game of baseball which included “many
names, celebrated for one reason or another, that have sparked the diamond and its
environs and that have provided tinder for recaptured thrills, for reminiscence and
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comparisons, and for conversation and anticipation in-season and off-season”164 and the
long-winded assertion that
“‘Baseball's status in the life of the nation is so pervasive that it would not strain
credulity to say the Court can take judicial notice that baseball is everybody's
business. To put it mildly and with restraint, it would be unfortunate indeed if a
fine sport and profession, which brings surcease from daily travail and an escape
from the ordinary to most inhabitants of this land, were to suffer in the least
because of undue concentration by any one or any group on commercial and
profit considerations. The game is on higher ground; it behooves every one to
keep it there.’”165
While the respondents brief did include a section in which Flood’s team argued
that “Americans love baseball as they love all sports” and therefore the general public
might assume that legislators have it in their minds foremost as did fans, but “It is this
Court” that made the players “impotent, and this Court should correct its error,”166 This
kind of exaggerated language can be chalked up to courtroom pageantry. What cannot be
overlooked or excused, and what is the primary reason why Blackmun faced great
ridicule for his opinion, was the list of 88 of his favorite players and the argument that it
was everyone’s, (including the Court’s) duty to keep the game on higher ground. This
appears as if a Justice of the Supreme Court let his fandom and reverence for the game of
baseball greatly impact his conduct and decision-making in the courtroom. When Curt
Flood argued for someone that was unemotional and uninvolved in baseball to decide the
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case once and for all, he could not have possibly expected an opinion in which the history
of baseball and a Justice’s favorite players were given equal footing to his own case.
Despite the fact that between 1953 and the time of Flood v Kuhn, there were
“more than 50 bills” introduced to Congress to modify or eliminate baseball’s antitrust
exemption, but none were effective and despite Flood’s loss, baseball players would
eventually see victory in their fight for free agency.167 Andy Messersmith and Dave
McNally “played the 1975 season without negotiating a new contract with their teams
and became free agents,” 168 circumventing the inability of MLB players to use antitrust
law to relax player restraints and forcing the league to use the players’ only recourse,
collective action. 169 MLB owners realized that every player could ultimately take this
action, so free agency in some form quickly followed.170 Ultimately, in 1998 the aptly
named Curt Flood Act was passed, declaring that antitrust laws applied to the business of
baseball; it did so in a peculiar way, as “of the Flood Act’s 1,002 words, 73 describe what
the legislation does; the other 929 words discuss what the Act does not do.”171
Additionally, “…when properly read, the CFA neither codifies professional baseball’s
exemption nor reflects congressional acquiescence in broad-based antitrust immunity for
the sport,”172 so in a sense, the act does not quite have the official repeal of MLB’s
antitrust exemption.173 That said the language within the act that states that “The Curt
Flood Act does not “create, permit or imply a cause of action” by which to challenge
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MLB business practices under antitrust law and the Sherman Antitrust Act,” which is
generally accepted to either expressly or implicitly endorses repealing baseball’s antitrust
exemption.174 Though Curt Flood may have lost his case, he sparked a player movement
for labor rights and undeniably changed the landscape of both baseball and professional
sports forever.
In many ways, Flood v. Kuhn was about everything but the technicalities of
antitrust law. The case dealt with the rapidly changing race relations in the wake of the
Civil Rights Act, the legacy of athlete activism, the generational gap of the 1960s (in both
sportswriters and the general public), and a legacy of Supreme Court failure, wrapping up
some of the largest sweeping changes in our history into one ostensibly small labor
relations case.175 Whether or not Flood’s actions led to a period of diminished athlete
activism, the very nature of his efforts and his case reflect a true individual who never
seemed to waver from his principled stand against baseball’s establishment. Flood finally
received recognition for his efforts with the 1992 NAACP Jackie Robinson Award (a
fitting award given Robinson’s stirring testimony during the Flood v. Kuhn trial)176 for
his contributions to the world of black athletes and went on to give a speech to Major
League players as they prepared to strike in 1994, receiving a standing ovation.”177
Though it stood as a simple reinforcement of precedent at the time, “Flood’s case was
named as one of the 20 that ‘shaped this business world’ by Fortune Magazine in
2005.”178 Curt Flood accomplished a great deal in showing athletes, especially black
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athletes, everywhere that principle and a drive for change were ultimately more important
than money. His value to baseball and sports is understood by those who seek to
empower athletes. In St, Louis, the home he fought to never leave, the home he sacrificed
his career for, his number is not retired.179
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